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Example: exotic Jordan type (µ, ν) = ((3, 1), (2, 2, 1))

Exotic Springer Resolution

We represent the ‘normal’ basis

We work over C
G connected reductive algebraic group
g = Lie G
B ⊂ G Borel subgroup
G/B Flag variety
N ⊂ g Nilpotent cone
W Weyl group of G
Pn partitions of n

For G = Sp2n, we have the symplectic flag variety
G/B ∼
= {(Fi )2n | Fi ⊂ Fi+1, dim(Fi ) = i, F2n−i = F ⊥}.
i=0

i

e → N,
π:N

This is the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (defined
combinatorially by the row bumping algorithm).

with v = v13 + v21 and x is the shift to the left.

π −1(v , x) is called exotic Springer fiber.

Example: Row Bumping Algorithm

Sequence of bipartitions

n = 5, w = 24153

Springer Resolution

Irreducible Components
e = {(b, x) ∈ G/B × N | x ∈ [b, b]}
N
e ։ N,
µ:N

Our Goal

(b, x) 7→ x

Springer Correspondence
W acts on the cohomology of the Springer fiber, we obtain
bijections
Irr(W ) ←→ {(O, ε) | O ∈ G\N , ε local system on O}.
−1

−1

Action of the Weyl group W (Cn) on the cohomology of the
exotic Springer fibers tells us indirectly about irreducible
components.
We want an explicit parametrization of the irreducible
components of π −1(v , x).
Review of Type A
In Type A, we have the usual Spring fiber
µ−1(x) ∼
= {(Fi )ni=0 | Fi ⊂ Fi+1, dim(Fi ) = i, x(Fi ) ⊂ Fi−1}.
We look at the Jordan type of the restriction of x

Ax \(Irr(µ (x)) × Irr(µ (x)))

x∈G\N

(Fi )i 7→ (J (x|Fi ))i .

Example: Type A
In this case G = GLn, W = Sn, G acts on N with connected
stabilizers, so there are no non-trivial local systems. We get
Irr Sn ←→ G\N ∼
= Pn
where the identification is given by the Jordan canonical form,
and
G
Sn ←→
Tλ × T λ
λ∈Pn

where Tλ are standard tableaux of shape λ.

Exotic Springer Fibers
Exotic Nilpotent Cone (Kato)
In type C stabilizers are not connected so things do not
work out as nicely. To fix this, Kato introduced the exotic
nilpotent cone.
(V , h i) symplectic vector space, dim V = 2n
n

⊥

N = {(v , x) ∈ V × End(V ) | v ∈ V , x = 0, x = x }
Sp2n = Sp(V ) acts on N with connected stabilizers.
Sp2n\N ←→ Qn = {(µ, ν) | µ, ν partitions |µ| + |ν| = n}

This is always an increasing sequence of partitions adding
one box at each step = a standard tableau.
The irreducible components are J −1(T ) for T ∈ TJ(x).
Example: Type A, n = 3
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This is not always an increasing sequence!

Example: dim(V ) = 4, (µ, ν) = (11, ∅)
We have x = 0, v 6= 0, F• ∈ π −1(v , x), sov ∈ F
2.

,∅ ,
,∅
.
If v ∈ F2 \ F1, eJ(F•) = (∅, ∅) ,




,∅
.
If v ∈ F1, eJ(F•) = (∅, ∅) , ∅,
,

The flags with non-increasing sequences are in the closure of
the other ones!
Standard Bitableaux
A standard bitableau is a filling of a pair of Young diagrams
of total size n with the numbers 1, . . . , n increasing along
rows and down columns. It is the same as an increasing
sequence of bipartitions adding one box at each step.

Example: Bitableau of shape ((2, 1), (1, 1))
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The Sp2n-orbit of (v , x) ∈ N corresponds to (µ, ν) ∈ Qn, if
there is a ‘normal’ basis of V given by
{vij , vij∗ | 1 ≤ i ≤ ℓ(µ + ν), 1 ≤ j ≤ (µ + ν)i = λi },
Pℓ(µ)
∗
with hvij , vi ′j ′ i = δi,i ′ δj,j ′ , v = i=1 vi,µi action of x is:
(
(
∗
v
vi,j−1 if j ≥ 2
∗
i,j+1 if j ≤ µi + νi − 1
xvij =
xvij =
,
0
if j = 1
0
if j = µi + νi
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Exotic Steinberg variety

e
e ×N N
Z=N

Its irreducible components can be parametrized in two
different ways.
For (F•, F•′ , v , x) ∈ Z we can look at:
1. Relative position of F• and F•′ is a signed permutation
w̃ = w̃(F•, F•′ )
2. For general points, restriction of (v , x) on flags gives two
standard bitableaux of same shape T̃ = eJ(F•),
T̃ ′ = eJ(F•′ )
w̃ ←→ (T̃ , T̃ ′)
Can we describe this geometric exotic Robinson-Schensted
correspondence with a combinatorial algorithm? Yes!
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Example: Exotic RS Algorithm
. n = 4, w̃ = 34̄1̄2
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Main Theorem
Theorem
The irreducible components of π −1(v , x) are eJ −1(T ) for all
T in the set of standard bitableaux of shape eJ(v , x).

Exotic Jordan type

in particular the Jordan type of x is (µ + ν) ∪ (µ + ν).
Poster prepared by Daniele Rosso

2n
(Fi )i=0
∈ π −1(v , x), define a sequence of bipartitions by the
exotic Jordan type of the restriction
n
 
.
F• 7→ eJ v + Fi , x|Fi⊥/Fi
i=0

This is a resolution of singularities of the nilpotent cone.
µ−1(x) is called the Springer fiber.

W ←→

∗
v31
∗ ∗ ∗
v23
v22 v21
∗ ∗ ∗ ∗ ∗
v15
v14 v13 v12 v11

(F , v , x) 7→ (v , x)

This is a resolution of singularities.

In type A, for (F•, F•′ , x) ∈ Z we can look at:
1. Relative position of F• and F•′ is a permutation
w = w(F•, F•′ )
2. Action of x on flags gives two standard tableaux of same
shape T = J(F•), T ′ = J(F•′ )
w ←→ (T , T ′)

v11 v12 v13 v14 v15
v21 v22 v23
v31

e = {(F•, v , x) ∈ G/B × N | x(Fi ) ⊂ Fi−1, v ∈ Fn}
N
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TO∗ (G/B × G/B)

O∈G\G/B×G/B

Its irreducible components can be parametrized in two
different ways, which gives the Springer correspondence.
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Abstract
We study the combinatorics of the center of the twisted Heisenberg category, EndHtw (1). We identify EndHtw (1) with a
subspace of the symmetric functions by giving an explicit algebra isomorphism defined on a particular basis of EndHtw (1)
and shifted power sum basis.

Results
Our main result is the following:
Theorem. The linear map Φ : EndHtw (1) → Γ sending αk to pk extends to an algebra isomorphism.



Introduction
The twisted Heisenberg category, Htw was defined in [Cautis & Sussan(2015)] in a diagrammatic fashion.
The elements of the center of Htw are given by closed diagrams such as
3

4

−2

=

p(3,1) = p3p1 − 2p3

6

The categorical center is related to the space of symmetric functions and we would like to find a correspondence between a diagrammatic basis of EndHtw (1) and a basis of the symmetric functions.
An analogous result in the non-twisted case was given in [Kvinge et al.(2016)].

Moreover, if we pick another diagrammatic basis for EndHtw (1), its image under Φ gives another basis of
Γ. For example the closures of idempotents correspond to shifted Schur-Q functions.
In [Oğuz & Reeks(2017)], we compute the trace of Htw to be a vertex algebra, W −. There is a natural
action of the trace on the categorical center:

Main objectives

f

· αk

=

f

1. Find a linear basis of EndHtw (1).
2. Understand its relation to symmetric functions.
3. Find an isomorphism between EndHtw (1) and Γ, subspace of symmetric functions generated by odd power
sums.
4. Try to understand different basis of Γ diagrammatically.

Theorem. There is an action of the W -algebra W − on Γ, the subspace of symmetric functions generated
by odd power sums.


Mathematical background

Conclusions
• The natural basis {αρ}ρ∈OP of EndHtw (1) is a diagrammatic incarnation of the shifted power sum symmetric functions.

Consider an odd permutation ρ and its closure, αρ:

• We obtain an action of the algebra W − on a subspace of the symmetric functions.
ρ = (3, 1)

α(3,1)

Forthcoming research

The collection {αρ}ρ∈OP is a linear basis of EndHtw (1) and we will mainly work with this basis.
Let Cℓn be the Clifford algebra on n generators: hci|c2i = 1, cicj = −cj ci for i 6= ji.
The morphisms of the positive half of Htw are governed by the Sergeev algebra Sn (a.k.a Hecke-Clifford
algebra)
Sn := Cℓn ⋊ C[Sn]

There are many generalizations of the Heisenberg categories, given by Cautis-Licata and Savage-Rosso, and
their q-deformations. It should be interesting to understand their categorical centers and see if one can obtain
any new combinatorial basis of the symmetric functions via this method.

Elements of EndHtw (1) can be seen as (Sn, Sn)-bimodule morphisms, multiplication by a central element:

[Oğuz & Reeks(2017)] Oğuz, C.O., Reeks, M., Trace of the Twisted Heisenberg Category, 2017, Communications in Mathematical Physics, 356, 1117

2k

Fn

X

(−1)|x|xJn2k x−1

x∈LCnn−1

If we look at the super representation theory of Sn, we can evaluate these diagrams, or these central elements
at a character χλ for λ a strict partition of n:
EndHtw (1)
Fn

[Kvinge et al.(2016)] Kvinge, H., Licata, A. M., & Mitchell, S. Khovanovs Heisenberg category, moments in
free probability, and shifted symmetric functions, 2016
[Cautis & Sussan(2015)] Cautis, S., & Sussan, J. On a categorical Boson-Fermion Corresondance, 2015,
Communications in Mathematical Physics, 336, 649
[Petrov(2009)] Petrov, L. Random Walks on Strict Partitions, 2009

χλ ◦ F n
Z(Sn)

References
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Now that we can see our diagrams as functions evaluated at strict partitions λ of n, we are ready to relate
them to symmetric functions for the following reason:
[Petrov(2009)] The shifted power sum functions pk are uniquely determined by their values at λ.
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Quantum invariants for knots

Lawrence representation

The theory of quantum invariants began in 1987 with the Jones polynomial
and continued with a general method due to Reshetikhin and Turaev that
starting with any Ribbon category leads to link invariants. This method is
purely algebraic and combinatorial. The coloured Jones polynomials are
obtained from this construction using representation theory of Uq (sl (2)).
The coloured Jones polynomials
Proposition: Rep(Uq (sl (2))) is a ribbon category, such that
∀V , W ∈ Rep(Uq (sl (2))) it has the following compatible morphisms:
1) A braiding that comes from the R-matrix: RV ,W : V ⊗ W → W ⊗ V
2) Dualities: coevV : Z[q ±] → V ⊗ V ∗ evV : V ⊗ V ∗ → Z[q ±]
Definition: The R-matrix of Uq (sl (2)) leads to a sequence of a braid
group representations: ϕNn : Bn → EndUq (sl (2)) (VN⊗n )
±
σi

(i−1)
IdV

±
RVN ,VN

(n−i−1)
IdV

←→
⊗
⊗
Definition: Coloured Jones polynomials
The N th coloured Jones polynomial JN (L, q) ∈ Z[q ±] is constructed in from
a diagram of the link L, by composing the morphisms at each crossing, cup
and cap in the following way:
F ( ) = RVN ,VN F ( ) = coevVN
F ( ) = evVN
Motivation-Homological interpretations:
Jones polynomial: For N = 2, J2(L, q) is the original Jones polynomial.
This is a quantum invariant but can be defined also by skein relations. In
1994, Bigelow[Big02] and Lawrence[Law93] described geometrically the
Jones polynomial as a graded intersection pairing between homology classes
in a covering of a configuration space using its skein nature for the proof.
Motivation-Homological interpretations: As we have seen, the
definition of the coloured Jones polynomials is purely algebraic.
Aim: We will describe a topological interpretation for JN (L, q).
Unlike the original Jones polynomial, the coloured Jones polynomials do not
have a direct definition by skein relations. For our model, we use the
definition of JN (L, q) as a quantum invariant and study more deeply the
Reshetikhin-Turaev functor that leads to this invariant.
Quantum representation
N
Wn,m

⊗n
VN

For n, m ∈ N, there is a subspace
⊆
called the highest weight
N
space of the module VN . The braid group action ϕNn preserves Wn,m
,
N
; Z[q ±1])
defining the quantum representation : ϕNn,m : Bn → Aut(Wn,m
Strategy
ˆ
I) Let L be a link and consider a braid β ∈ B2n such that L = β̂ (plat
closure). We will study the Reshetikhin-Turaev construction more deeply at
3 main levels:
1) union of cups
∩∩∩ ∩
2) braid
β
3) union of caps
∪∪∪ ∪
We start with 1 ∈ Z[q ±1] and JN (L, q) = F (L)(1).
The important remark is the fact that even if, a priori, after the level 2) we
have the associated morphism ϕNn (β) ∈ End (VN⊗n ), actually coming from
level 3) we arrive in the highest weight space W2n,n(N−1).
2) From the invariance of W2n,n(N−1) with respect to the braid group
action, we conclude that we can obtain the coloured Jones polynomial by
doing the whole construction through these subspaces.
3) The importance of this step is related to the fact that Kohno proved in
2012 that there exists a homological counterpart for the highest weight
spaces, which are the Lawrence representations.
References
◮ [Big02] Stephen Bigelow, A homological definition of the Jones polynomial,
Geometry & Topology Monographs 4 (2002) 29–41.
◮ [Koh12] Toshitake Kohno- Quantum and homological representations of
braid groups. Configuration Spaces - Geometry, Combinatorics and
Topology, Edizioni della Normale (2012), 355–372.
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In 1990, R. Lawrence introduced a sequence of homological representations
of the braid group Bn. Let Cn,m be the unordered configuration space on
the n-punctured disc Dn . Consider a local system
ϕ : π1(Cn,m) → Zhxi ⊕ Zhd i and C˜n,m the corresponding cover. The
homology of C˜n,m will be a Z[x ±, d ±]-module.
lf ˜
Let Hn,m ⊆ Hm (Cn,m, Z) be the subspace generated by certain classes of
submanifolds called multiforks. Since Bn = MCG (Dn ), it induces an action
on the homology of the covering which preserves Hn,m, called the
Lawrence representation: ln,m : Bn → Aut(Hn,m, Z[x ±, d ±]).
Identification between quantum and homological representations
Specialisation: Consider the following specialisation of the coefficients:
ψN : Z[x ±, d ±] → Z[q ±] ψN (x) = q 2(N−1); ψN (d ) = −q −2.
±
Hn,m|ψN := Hn,m ⊗ψN Z[q ]
⊗n
N
Bigger highest weight spaces: Let Ŵn,m ⊆ V̂N−1 be the highest weight
space of the Verma module for Uq (sl (2)), which has the Bn-action ϕ̂Nn,m.
N
N
We remark that we have: Wn,m
⊂ Ŵn,m
.
Theorem(Kohno)[Koh12]: The quantum and homological
representations of the braid group are isomorphic:
N
N
ϕ̂n,m y Ŵn,m ≃ Hn,m|ψN x ln,m|ψN
Problem: This model gives a homological interpretation for the big
highest weight spaces. In our model we have the smaller W2n,n(N−1)
subspaces involved.
Strategy
4) We prove that we can do the construction of JN (L, q) through the
bigger highest weight spaces, and for that we extend the evaluation on
N
N
to a kind of evaluation for Ŵn,m
Wn,m
.
5) Use Kohno’s identification to give a homological counterpart for the
braid part β (2).
6) For the coevaluation (3), we will consider a certain element in H2n,n(N−1)
which corresponds to coevV⊗n
.
N
7) In order to give a topological counterpart for the evaluation (1), we will
use a graded intersection pairing between the Lawrence representation and
a “dual” space.
Blanchfield pairing
∂
Hn,m

∂ ˜
Hm(Cn,m, Z)

Let
⊆
be a certain subspace generated by classes of
submanifolds called barcodes. There exists a graded intersection pairing
∂
→ Z[x ±, d ±]
which is sesquilinear: h , i : Hn,m ⊗ Hn,m
Let the specialisation αN : Z[x ±, d ±] → Q(q) be induced from ψN .
Lemma (-): The specialised Blanchfield pairing is non-degenerate:
∂
h , i|αN : Hn,m|αN ⊗ Hn,m|αN → Q(q)
Homological model for the coloured Jones polynomials JN (L, q)
∂
Theorem (-): For ∀ n ∈ N, there exist F ∈ H2n,n(N−1) and G ∈ H2n,n(N−1)
ˆ
such that for any L link and β ∈ B2n such that L = β̂, the coloured Jones
polynomial has the interpretation:
JN (L, q) = hβF , G i|αN

Further directions
In this homological model, the homology classes F and G are given by
linear combinations of Lagrangian submanifolds in the covering of the
configuration space. The further question would be to study the graded
Floer homology groups that come from this model and whether they lead to
a well defined categorification for the coloured Jones polynomials.
References
◮ [Law93] R. J. Lawrence - A functorial approach to the one-variable Jones
polynomial. J. Differential Geom., 37(3):689-710, 1993.
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Abstract
Classical knot theory studies knots and links in S 3. Virtual knot theory
is an extension of classical knot theory, which studies knots and links in
thickened surfaces, up to self-diffeomorphism of the surface and certain
handle stabilisations.
Khovanov homology is a powerful invariant of classical links, but it does
not extend naturally to virtual links (except over Z2). Here we describe an
extension of Khovanov homology to virtual links with arbitrary coefficients,
and some of its applications.

Virtual knot theory
Virtual knot theory, invented by Kauffman in the late 1990’s [2], is
a stepping stone between the theory of classical links and those in
general 3-manifolds.
FA 1virtual link is an equivalence class of smooth embeddings
S ֒→ Σg × I, where Σg is a closed oriented surface, and I
the unit interval. The embeddings are considered up to isotopy,
self-diffeomorphism of the surface, and handle stabilisations which
do not intersect the image of the embedding; the resulting equivalence class is known as a virtual link.
As in classical knot theory, we may represent virtual links using
diagrams. A virtual link diagram is a 4-valent planar graph with
each vertex decorated with either the undercrossing or overcrossing
of classical knot theory, or a third decoration: the virtual crossing
. A virtual link may also be thought of an equivalence class of
such diagrams up to the virtual Reidemeister moves; these moves
contain the three classical Reidemeister moves, with an additional
four moves involving virtual crossings.
Below are examples of the two ways of representing virtual links:
on the left a representative in a thickened surface, and on the right
a virtual knot diagram.

That classical knot theory is a proper subset of virtual knot theory
was proved by Goussarov, Polyak, and Viro [1]. Specifically, they
showed that if two classical link diagrams are equivalent under
the virtual Reidemeister moves, then they are equivalent under the
classical Reidemeister moves also . A virtual link which lies in the
complement of the set of classical links is known as non-classical.

Extending Khovanov homology
Khovanov homology categorifies the Jones polynomial [3]. It is a
functor from a cobordism category to the category of modules and
module maps.

Email: william.rushworth@durham.ac.uk

The Jones polynomial can be applied to virtual links with no modification required: using the Kauffman state sum model and simply
ignoring virtual crossings one obtains a well-defined invariant of
virtual links. Thus it is natural to ask if Khovanov homology can
be extended also.
The first successful extension of Khovanov homology to virtual
links was produced by Manturov [5]. Tubbenhauer has also developed a virtual Khovanov homology using non-orientable cobordisms
[6]. Doubled Khovanov homology is as an alternative extension of
Khovanov homology to virtual links.
Any extension of Khovanov homology to virtual links must deal
with the fundamental problem presented by the single cycle
smoothing, also known as the one-to-one bifurcation. This is depicted in the cube to the right: altering the resolution of a crossing
no longer either splits one cycle or merges two cycles, but can
in fact take one cycle to one cycle. The realisation of this as a
cobordism between smoothings is a once-punctured Möbius band.
How does one associate an algebraic map, η, to this? Looking at
the quantum grading (where the module associated to one cycle is
A = hv+, v−i) we notice that
0
v+
0
v−

η

v+
0
v−
0

from which we observe that the map η : A → A must be the zero
map if it is to be grading-preserving (we have arranged the generators vertically by quantum grading). This is the approach taken
by Manturov.
Another way to solve this problem is to “double up” the complex
associated to a link diagram in order to plug the gaps in the quantum grading, so that the η map may be non-zero. Let us look at the
example of the single cycle smoothing: if we take the direct sum
of the standard Khovanov chain complex with itself, but shifted in
quantum grading by −1, we obtain η : A ⊕ A{−1} → A ⊕ A{−1},
that is
0
u
v+
l
v+
u
v−
l
v−

η

u
v+
l
v+
u
v−
l
v−
0

u , v u i and A{−1} = hv l , v l i (u for “upper” and
where A = hv+
+ −
−
l for “lower”) are graded modules and for W a graded module
Wl−k = W {k}l . Thus the map associated to the single cycle
smoothing may now be non-zero while still degree-preserving.
The resulting homology theory is known as doubled Khovanov
homology, and is denoted DKh(L), for L a virtual link.

An example

for G a non-trivial bigraded Abelian group, then L is non-classical.

Below we depict the computation of the doubled Khovanov homology of the virtual knot depicted on the left of this poster. First
we have its cube of smoothings (which exhibits the new type of
edge), then the algebraic complex, and finally the homology, split
by homological and quantum gradings.

The connect sum operation fails to be well-defined on virtual knots
- it depends both on the diagrams used and where the connect
sum is conducted - and, surprisingly, there exist non-trivial virtual
knots which can be obtained a connect sum of two unknot diagrams.
Doubled Khovanov homology yields a condition on a knot being a
connect sum of two unknot diagrams.
Theorem. Let K be a virtual knot which is a connect sum of two
trivial knots. Then DKh(K) is that of the uknot.

η

m

Forthcoming Research
m

A⊗2
⊕
A⊗2{−1}

−η

 
m
d−2 =
m

A
⊕
A{−1}
⊕
A
⊕
A{−1}

−2

d−1 = (η, −η)

A
⊕
A{−1}

−1

0
−1

Z

There are a number of directions in which to continue the work
outlined in the poster. First, classical Khovanov homology is a
topological quantum field theory (TQFT), a functor satisfying certain axioms. Doubled Khovanov homology is very similar in form,
but it fails the multiplicativity axiom and is therefore not a TQFT.
What is the appropriate categeorical framework for doubled Khovanov homology? There are a number of flavours of TQFT - Spin,
Pin, etc - and perhaps doubled Khovanov homology is such an object. It is also plausible that doubled Khovanov homology does not
fit into any established framework, and necessitates the creation of
a new one.
Another direction is presented by the fact that (as shown in the
theorem above) doubled Khovanov homology is not an unknot detector, unlike its classical counterpart. In fact, it is easy to construct an infinite family of non-trivial virtual knots which all have
the doubled Khovanov homology of the unknot. Can we augment
the construction of doubled Khovanov homology is order to recover
unknot detection?

−2





DKh 










Z2

−3

=

−4

Z

−5

Z

−6

Z

−7

Z
−2
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Finally we can define the space

Abstract
Starting with the theory of KLR algebras [KL09], [KL11] and recalling the quiver Schur algebras
introduced by Stroppel and Webster [SW11] we give a complete list of relations for the quiver Schur algebra
Ad, d = (1, 1, 0) and the special dimension vectors of the form d = d · αi = (0, . . . , 0, d, 0, . . . , 0). The proof
of this uses connections of the special quiver Schur algebras and the web categories as in Tubbenhauer, Vaz
and Wedrich [TVW15].
Extending this special case we could derive equality up to lower order terms, exchanging special labels by
general labels. We give an algorithm to calculate lower order terms of certain ladder relations and a computer
program to calculate Demazure operators and split and merge actions.

M

Vd :=

Λ(λ̂).

λ̂∈VCompe(d)

Demazure operators
The Demazure operator

(i)

f − sk (f )
(i)
∆k (f ) :=
xi,k − xi,k+1
(i)

for some f ∈ R(d) is the main tool to do calculations with the quiver Schur algebras. Here sk is the simple
transposition which swaps xi,k and xi,k+1.

Mathematical overview

Quiver Schur diagrams

Dynkin
diagrams

The quiver Schur algebra Ad is the algebra generated by the following endomorphisms (and their corresponding diagrams):

Weyl groups

affine

Merges: mk : Λ(λ̂) −→ Λ(λ̂k ) where λ̂k is
λ̂
the merge of λ̂ at position k for 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1.

Idempotents: eλ̂ : Λ(λ̂) −→ Λ(λ̂)

root systems

λ̂(1) λ̂(2) λ̂(3)

invariant
rings

Demazure operators
faithful repr.

λ̂(1) λ̂(2) λ̂(3)

faithful repr.

λ̂(k) + λ̂(k+1)

λ̂(1)

···

eλ̂ =

nilpotent

λ̂(r)

mk =

···

λ̂

λ̂(r)

···

λ̂(1)
Nil Hecke ring

λ̂

dots

crossings

compatible
flags

quiver Schur
algebras

diagrams
Borel Moore
homol.

λ̂(1)
residue
sequences

diagrams

xk (P ) =
λ̂(1)

splits

merges

λ̂(k)
···

λ̂

basis

polynomials

λ̂(r)

Splits: sk : Λ(λ̂k ) −→ Λ(λ̂) where λ̂k is the
λ̂
merge of λ̂ at position k for 1 ≤ k ≤ r − 1.

P is an arbitrary polynomial in Λ(λ̂(k)) shifted
Pk−1 (i)
by the vector i=1 λ̂ if 2 ≤ k ≤ r.

flag varieties

basis

λ̂(k) λ̂(k+1)

Polynomials: xk (P ) : Λ(λ̂) −→ Λ(λ̂) where

quiver repr.

KLR algebras

λ̂(r)

λ̂(1)

λ̂(r)
sk =

···

P
λ̂(k)

λ̂(k) λ̂(k+1)
···

λ̂

λ̂(1)

λ̂(r)

λ̂(r)
···

λ̂(k) + λ̂(k+1)

λ̂(r)

Multiplication:
• vertically stacking of diagrams
• zero if the labels of two diagrams which are stacked together do not fit together
The endomorphism action is given by:
• multiplication with polynomials (splits, polynomials)

Quiver Schur algebras

• Demazure operators (merges)

The quiver Schur algebras are based on so-called quiver representations with compatible flags.

Results
Theorem. A complete list of relations for the quiver Schur algebra Ad, d = d · αi = (0, . . . , 0, d, 0, . . . , 0)
for some fixed i ∈ {1, . . . , e} and d ∈ Z>0 is given by:
(R1) Associativity of merge and split:

⊃

{0}

⊃

V11

k+l+m

···

{0}

l

k

m

l

m

⊃

Ve1

k

k+l+m

=

=

V1r−1

··

⊃

⊃

·

⊃

⊃
Ver−1

k

V1
Ve f e

l

m

k

k+l+m

k+l+m

f1
⊃ V2r−1 ⊃

⊃

V2

···

⊃

V21

⊃ {0}

(R2) Deleting the hole:

f2

V4
f3

m

l

k+r

V3

⊃
V4r−1

⊃

k

r =0

for all r, k > 0

l+s

k+r

⊃
··

V3r−1

k+r

·

⊃

⊃
V41

⊃

···

{0}

⊃

(R3) Ladder relation:
k+r

V31

⊃

s

{0}

k+s

Figure 1: Quiver representation with compatible flags

r

l+s
r

=

s
l+r

k+s

l+r

(R4) Some additional polynomial relations

Faithful representation
Let d = (d1, . . . , de) ∈ Ze≥0 be the dimension vector of the above quiver. We consider vector compositions
Pr
(1)
(r)
(i)
e
λ̂ = (λ̂ , . . . , λ̂ ) ∈ VCompe(d), i.e. λ̂ ∈ Z≥0 and d = i=1 λ̂(i). Let
R(d) :=

e
O

k[xi,1, . . . , xi,di ] ∼
= k[x1,1, . . . , x1,d1 , . . . , xe,1, . . . , xe,de ].

i=1

The symmetric group Sd := Sd1 ×. . .×Sde acts on R(d) by permuting the variables. We define the invariant
ring
Λ(λ̂) := R(d)Sλ̂
where
Sλ̂ := S

(1)
λ̂1

×S

(2)
λ̂1

× ... × S

(r)
λ̂1

×S

(1)
λ̂2

× ... × S

(r)
λ̂e

⊂ Sd .


Theorem (Equality up to lower order terms). Replacing the special labels by general ones in the special case
from above leads to equality up to lower order terms (here by order we mean the number of the Demazure
operators corresponding to the merges).
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2 Segal spaces as invertible infinity-operads
Tashi Walde
Advisors: Catharina Stroppel, Tobias Dyckerhoff

Operads and dendroidal sets

Segal objects

Slogan: Operads are categories with “many-to-1-morphisms”.

Dendroidal/simplicial sets are dendroidal/simplicial objects in the category of sets.

Definition (operads)

N

Hom(i(−), C)

An operad O consists of

N

sSet = [∆op , Set]

1. objects (a.k.a. colors) x, y, z, . . .
2. a set of n-ary operations of the form f : (x1 , x2 , . . . , xn ) −→ y

forget

Ωπ

y1

y2

,

g

y3

y1

x1

x2

Op

Nd

Hom(i(−), O)
x2

i
Nd

dSet = [Ωop
π , Set]

Visual depiction of operations:
x1

i

restriction

Example: vector spaces with multi-linear maps.

x

Cat

∆

3. a unital, associative composition law.

x

C

O

y3
Easy fact: The functor Nd : Op −→ dSet is fully faithful with essential image = {Segal dendroidal sets}

id

=

f

2

g◦ f
/

Definition [CM] (Segal dendroidal objects)




x



x

y2



A dendroidal object X : Ωop
π → C in some (∞-)category C is called Segal if the canonical map



z

z

≃

X (T1 ∪e T2 ) −−→ X (T1 ) ×X (e) X (T2 )
• Op := category of operads
• Op ⊃ Cat := category of categories (i.e. operads with only 1-ary operations)

is an equivalence in C for every grafting T1 ∪e T2 of two trees T1 and T2 along an edge e.

Plane rooted trees give rise to operads with {objects} = {edges}; operations freely generated by vertices.

Given a Segal dendroidal set X : Ωπ → Set we can recover the operad by:
• set of colors = X (η)
• set of n-ary operations = X (Cn )

Examples:

X (collapse map)

≃

C0

η

C1

• composition: X (Cn ) ×X (e) X (Cm ) ←−− X (Cn ∪e Cm ) −−−−−−−−−→ X (Cn+m−1 )

C3

Example: a collapse map and a grafting of trees.











T2


e

• Cat ⊃ ∆ := full subcategory spanned by linear orders (i.e. linear trees)
• Op ⊃ Ωπ := full subcategory spanned by plane rooted trees.

C9

collapse map
T1

Definition [MW07] (dendroidal objects)
op
A dendroidal (resp. simplicial) object in a (∞-)category C is a functor Ωop
→ C).
π −→ C (resp. ∆

The localization functor L

Variants: structured operads

Construction
The functor Lπ : Ωop
π −→ ∆ maps each tree to the linearly ordered set of “areas between the branches”.
• Lπ sends the corolla Cn ∈ Ωπ to [n] ∈ ∆
• Lπ sends all collapse maps to isomorphisms
Theorem [Wal]
The functor Lπ : Ωπ −→ ∆ exhibits the simplex category ∆ as the ∞-categorical localization of Ωπ at
the set of collapse maps.

additonal structure
none
cyclic
symmetric
cyclic symmetric

category
∆
Λ
Finop
⋆
Finop
6=∅

type of tree
plane, rooted
plane, rootable
rooted
rootable

localization functor maps a tree too...
linearly ordered set of areas between the branches
cyclic set of areas between the branches
set of leaves plus basepoint (=root)
non-empty set of incoming arrows

• Λ = Connes’ cyclic category
• Fin⋆ = category of pointed finite sets
• Fin6=∅ = category of non-empty finite sets
Example: plane rootable tree ❀ cyclic operad;

arrows = objects; duality reverses arrows

Fact [CM]: complete Segal dendroidal spaces are a model for ∞-operads:
{∞-operads} ≃ {complete Segal dendroidal spaces} ⊂ Fun(Ωop
π , Spaces)
The 2-Segal condition on simplicial objects X : ∆op → C (due to Dyckerhoff-Kapranov [DK]) captures associativity and unitality of the “multivalued composition” X{0,1} ×X{1} X{1,2} ←− X{0,1,2} −→ X{0,2} .
Examples:
• Waldhausen’s S-construction from algebraic K-theory yields categorifications of Hall algebras
• categorifications of convolution algebras (e.g. Hecke algebras)
Overview

case C = Set or C = Spaces

dendroidal world
Fun(Ωop
π , C)

{dendroidal sets/spaces}



(complete) Segal
a.k.a. (∞-)operads



simplicial world



invertibles, i.e.
collapse maps 7→ equivalences
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Abstract
We describe a diagrammatic procedure which lifts strict monoidal actions from additive categories to categories of complexes avoiding any use of direct sums. As an application, we prove that every simple transitive 2-representation of the
2-category of projective bimodules over a finite dimensional algebra is equivalent to a cell 2-representation.

Results II
A: a connected, basic, finite dim’l algebra over k (alg. closed)
CA: a 2-category which has

Introduction

• one object: i (identified with A-mod);

For an addtive strict monoidal category (A, ◦, ✶), the category Com−(A) of right bounded complexes

• 1-morphisms: (up to iso.) tensoring with AA-bimodules in

inherits the (not strict) monoidal structure via taking total complexes. To lift the strictness, we proposed
“finitary Z∞-complexes”

the category
of pyramids

Pyramids over A

P(A)
66

−(A)
Com
77

• 2-morphisms: natural transformations of functors

F

P(A) ≃ Com−(A).
This biequivalence can be induced to the corresponding homotopy categories, i.e. H(A) ≃ K−(A).
To obtain Theorem 1, we introduce
• definition of pyramids;
• definition of morphisms of pyramids;
• definition of homotopy;
all of which are tailormade so that F is an equivalence.

Maps on I:

π0 : a 7→ 0;
σ0 : a 7→ a;

for k ∈ N,

∀ i ∈ N, εi := (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0 . . .)
i

πk : a 7→ (a1, a2, . . . , ak , 0, 0, . . . )
σk : a 7→ (ak+1, ak+2, . . . )

Definition 1. A pyramid (X•, d•, n) over A is a tuple
(X• := {Xa; a ∈ I}, d• := {da,i : a ∈ I, i ∈ N}, n),
where n ∈ Z≥0, Xa ∈ Ob(A), each da,i ∈ HomA(Xa, Xa+εi ), satisfying the following axioms:
(I) Xa = 0 unless ai = 0 for all i > n,
(II) ∃ m ∈ Z s.t. Xa = 0 unless all ai < m,

• the same object as CA;
• 1-morphisms: (up to iso.) tensoring with AA-bimodules in
add(A ⊕ A ⊗k A ⊕ A∗ ⊗k A);
• 2-morphisms: natural transformations of functors

◮ CA is a 2-subcategory of DA and both of them are finitary (2-analogue of finite dim’l algebra) and only
have a unique two-sided cell apart from {✶i}, that is, J for CA and J ′ for DA.

total complex”

Notation. I := {a = (ai)i∈N| ai ∈ Z and ai = 0 for i ≫ 0},

∗ : Homk(−, k)

DA: a 2-category which has

add(A ⊕ A ⊗k A);

F: “taking the
Theorem 1.

∗2

(III)+ (IV): technical conditions on d• which are
tailormade so that F is an equivalence.

Example 1. For any X ∈ Ob(A), define a pyramid (X•, d•, n) where
(
X, if a = 0;
Xa =
da,i = 0, for all a, i.
0,
otherwise.

Fij := Aei ⊗k ej A ⊗A −
1 = e1 + e2 + · · · + en: a primitive decomposition
Gij := (eiA)∗ ⊗k ej A ⊗A −



F1j 
F11 · · · F1n 


..
..
..
...

J 
Lj in J


Each
column



F
Fn1 · · · Fnn
nj
J′
is
a
left
cell:
G1j
G11 · · · G1n



..
..
..
...




Gnj
Gn1 · · · Gnn

i, j = 1, 2, . . . , n









L′j in J ′









Proposition 5. Let L′ be a left cell in J ′. The cell 2-representation CL′ of DA is equivalent to the
2-representation given by the natural action of DA on add(AA ⊕ (AA)∗).
Similar statement were proved for CA in [MM]. Restricting CL′ to CA, it contains only one copy of cell
2-rep. of CA not annhilated by J and a bunch of C{✶i} of CA.
Definition 3. A finitary 2-rep. M of a finitary 2-category C is called simple transitive provided that
• for any indec. objects X ∈ M(i) and Y ∈ M(j), we have Y ∈ add({M(F) X : F ∈ C });
• M does not have any non-zero proper C -invariant ideals.
Each (Fij , Gji) forms an adjoint pair in DA, which implies that any finitary 2-rep. M is exact.
Theorem 6. Each simple transitive 2-rep. of DA is equivalent to a cell 2-rep.
Any finitary 2-rep. M of CA can be induced to a 2-rep. of DA by resolving A-A-bimodule A∗ ⊗k A via
projective bimodules and using the equivalence K−(add(A ⊕ (A ⊗k A))) ≃ H(CA) y H(M(i)).

Proposition 2. All pyramids over A, morphisms of pyramids, compositions of morphisms and identity
morphisms form an additive category P(A).

Theorem 7 (Main Result). Each simple transitive 2-rep. of CA is equivalent to a cell 2-rep.
◮ If A is self-injective, the statment was proved in [MM].

Definition 2. The tensor product (X•, d•, n) ◦ (Y•, ∂•, m) is defined as the pyramid (Z•, k•, n + m),
where
(
if i ≤ n,
dπn(a),i ◦0 id,
Za := Xπn(a) ◦ Yσn(a), ka,i :=
(−1)ht(πn(a)) id ◦0 ∂σn(a),i otherwise,
P
where ht(b) := i bi for any b ∈ I. The tensor product of morphisms is defined to make F compatible
with monoidal structures.

◮ Other explicit non self-injective cases were dealt with in [Zi] and reference therein.

Results I
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Proposition 3. The category P(A) is endowed with a strict monoidal structure.
The category A equipped itself with a strict monoidal action given by ◦. In general, if C is an additive
category equipped with a strict monoidal action ♦ : A × C → C, similarly following Definition 2, one
defines an additive functor  : P(A) × P(C) → P(C)
Theorem 4. The functor  is a strict monoidal action and descends to a strict monoidal action on the
corresponding homotopy categories.
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Two Boundary Centralizer Algebras for gl(n|m)
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Theorem. Lλ admits a basis

Abstract
By analyzing the two boundary tensor representation for the general linear Lie superalgebra gln|m(C), we establish the
relationship between the extended degenerate Hecke algebra and the centralizer of gln|m(C).

1

{vT | T : semistandard tableaux of the skew shape λ/µ}
where µ is a diagram inside λ based on certain combinatorial rules (see example below.)
Furthermore, the polynomial generators zi act by eigenvalues
X
zo.vT = α + β|B| +
2c(b)

Introduction

Let A, B be two algebras, W be a C-vector space. We study the centralizing actions
A
W
B

b∈B

zi.vT = c(i)

A
W
B
Schur (1905)
gln(C)
V ⊗d
symmetric group
Arakawa-Suzuki (1998)
sln(C)
M ⊗ V ⊗d
degenerate affine Hecke algebra
Daugherty (2010)
gln(C) or sln(C) M ⊗ N ⊗ V ⊗d extended degenerate Hecke algebra
Hill-Kujawa-Sussan (2009)
qn(C)
M ⊗ V ⊗d
affine Hecke-Clifford algebra
our case
gln|m(C)
M ⊗ N ⊗ V ⊗d extended degenerate Hecke algebra

2

Where c(∗) denotes the content of the box, B is a certain set of boxes in λ.
λ is irreducible. Therefore, ρ(Hext) is a large subalgebra of H .
d
Theorem. ResH
L
d
d
Hdext

4

An Example for gl(1|3)

Background

|

The Lie superalgebra g = gl(n|m) is the vector space Matn+m,n+m(C) with the following Z2-grading



A 0
g0 =
|A ∈ Matn,n, D ∈ Matm,m
0 D



0 B
|B ∈ Matn,m, C ∈ Matm,n
g1 =
C 0

"







and the Lie brackets
[x, y] = xy − (−1)i·j yx,

∀x ∈ gi, y ∈ gj
Let V be the space of column vectors of height n + m, where g acts by matrix multiplication.
By Sergeev and Berele-Regev, irreducible summands of V ⊗d (or polynomial representations) are indexed
by Young diagrams inside a (n|m)-hook.


Example
For gl(1|3), the first two diagrams label irreducible polynomial representations, while the third does not.


×
As H5-modules,

3

Results

L

Let the degenrate two-boundary braid group Gd be a quotient of
C[x1, . . . , xd] ⊗ C[y1, . . . , yd] ⊗ C[z0, . . . , zd] ⊗ CΣd

) ⊗ L( ) ⊗ V ⊗5

⊂ L(

It admits a basis indexed by tableaux such as
2

under further relations, where Σd is the symmetric group on d letters.
Theorem. Let M, N be objects in category O of gl(n|m). There is a well-defined action

3

4

Gd → Endgl(n|m)(M ⊗ N ⊗ V ⊗d)

1
3 5


The (two boundary) extended degenerate Hecke algebra Hdext is a quotient of Gd under further relations.

3 5

5
2
1 4

2
1 4
3 5

2
1 4

In particular, the first tableau corresponds to a path in the above graph
2

) and L(
) be two irreducible g-modules labeled by arbituary rectangles inside
Theorem. Let L(
the (n, m)-hook, the above action induces a further action

=

4

ρ : Hdext → Hd = Endgl(n|m)(L(

) ⊗ L(

1
3 5

) ⊗ V ⊗d)


L(

) ⊗ L(

) ⊗ V ⊗d

M

L(λ) ⊗ Lλ

λ: hook tableau according
to a combinatorial rule

where the isomorphism is as (gl(n|m), Hd)-bimodules.

β = −(3 − 4 + 2 − 2),

B = colored boxes in

Hd

∼
=

gl(n|m)

α = 3 · 2 · 2,

ρ(Hdext)

X

c(b) = (−2) + (−3) + 2(−4) + 2(−5) + (−6)

b∈B

and the polynomial generators act on this vector by
z0 z1 z2 z3 z 4 z 5
−9 −4 4 −6 −3 −5




Simple transitive 2-Representations of Soergel
bimodules
Simple transitive 2-Representations of small quotients of Soergel
bimodules for Coxeter type I2(n)
Jakob Zimmermann
Uppsala Universitet
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joint with T. Kildetoft, M. Mackaay, and V. Mazorchuk
Abstract
We classify simple transitive 2-representations for small quotients of Soergel bimodules for almost all finite Coxeter types. It
turns out that in almost all cases all simple transitive 2-representations are exhausted by cell 2-representations, expect for
Coxeter case I2(2k) for k ≥ 3. In that case there exist simple tranistive 2-representations which are not equivalent to cell
2-representations.

Results
Our main results are:
Theorem. Let S be the small quotient of the 2-category of Soergel bimodules over the coinvariant algebra
associated to a finite Coxeter system (W, S).

Introduction

1. If W has rank greater than two or is of Coxeter type I2(n), with n = 4 or n > 1 odd, then every simple
transitive 2-representation of S is equivalent to a cell 2-representation.

In 2010 Mazorchuk and Miemietz started a systematic study of the 2-representation theory of certain nice
2-categories. They generalized many well-known notions from classical representation theory among others
the notion of a simple representation. This resultetd in the definition simple transitive 2-representation.
Since the 2-category of all 2-representations of a given category is very hard to describe, one often tries to
instead classify all simple tranisitve 2-representations. We will describe how this is done for small quotients
of Soergel bimodules.

2. If W is of Coxeter type I2(n), with n > 4 even, then, apart from cell 2-representations, S has two
extra equivalence classes of simple transitive 2-representations, which can be explictly constructed. If
n 6= 12, 18, 30, these are all the simple transitive 2-representations.

Theorem. Let M be a simple transitive 2-representation of a fiat 2-category C with apex I. Then, for
every 1-morphism F ∈ I and every object X in any M(i), the object F X is projective. Moreover, M(F) is
a projective functor.


Mathematical background
Let C be a finitary 2-category and M a finitary 2-representation of C . We call M transitive, if for every
i ∈ C and every indecomposable X ∈ M(i) and Y ∈ M(i) there exists a 1-morphism F of C such that
X is a direct summand of F Y . If M does not have any proper nonzero C -invariant ideals, then we call M
simple.

Some comments about the results
The proof of the first theorem relies on a case–by–case analysis which naturally splits into two major parts,
namely:

Let S(C ) be the set of isomorphisms classes of indecomposable 1-morphisms. Define the following (left)
preorder on this set.

• the first part of the proof determines the non-negative integral matrices which represent the action of
Soergel bimodules corresponding to simple reflections;

F ≤L G ⇔ ∃H ∈ C : F is isomorphic to a direct summand of H ◦ F

• to each particular case of matrices determined in the first part, the second part of the proof provides a
classification of simple transitive 2-representations for which these particular matrices are realized.

Then we define the left cell of F as
LF = {G | F ≤L G, G ≤L F}

More precisely, in the first part, we studie the matrix M corresponding to the element
M
θs
F=
s∈S

Similarly, we can define ≤R and ≤J the right and two-sided preorder, respectively and their corresponding
cells.
Let L be a left cell in C , then all G ∈ L have a common domain iL = i. The corresponding cell 2representation CL is the subquotient of C (i, ) obtained by considering the additive closure of all 1-morphisms
F ≥L L and taking its unique simple transitive quotient.
Let (W, S) be a finite irreducible Coxeter system, ϕ : GL(V ) → W its geometric representation and C its
coinvariant algebra.
Definiton. The 2-category of Soergel bimodules The 2-category S of Soergel bimodules consists of
• a single object i ≃ C-mod;
• 1-morphisms: endofunctors isomorphic to tensoring with direct sums of Soergel bimodules;
• 2-morphisms: natural transformations of functors.

which has to be a non-negative, symmetric integral matrix. Moreover, in each case we find a polynomial
which annihilates M. All of this information allows us to narrow down the possible matrices. In the case
of I2(n) for n odd we get an infinite family of matrices, and for even n we get two infinite families and 3
exceptional cases.
The next step is then to construct the possible simple tranisitive 2-representations which in most cases are
just the cell 2-representations. Here the second theorem is a key ingredient.
In the case of I2(n) for even n > 4 we explicitly construct simple transitive 2-representations which are not
equivalent to cell 2-representations. For n = 12, 18, 30 one of the exceptional cases can occur, and we can
neither show that there is no simple tranisitive 2-representation which can have these matrices nor construct
one that does.
The exceptional matrices are connected to the exceptional Dynkin quivers E6, E7, E8.

For w ∈ W we denote by θw the indecomposable 1-morphism isomorphic to tensoring with the Soergel
bimodule Bw .
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One can show that all θs for s ∈ S are in the same two-sided cell J . Moreover, this two-sided cell is minimal
among all two-sided cells different from the one containing θe. Then there exists a unique ideal of S which
does not contain any idF for any F ∈ J and which is maximal with respect to this property, denote it by
I . Now, we denote by S the quotient S /I and call it the small quotient of S .
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